What does Big Data mean?
The term "big data" tends to refer to the use of predictive analytics, user behavior analytics, or
certain other advanced data analytics methods that extract value from data. There is more to big data
about the mammoth amount of data and how we utilise it. The structure of Big Data with the purpose
of of delivering added value to the organisation.
The basic characteristics of Big Data are variety, volume, valocity.
There is a variety of internal and external sources in data sources in big data. In house customer and
operations information, government and public sources and supplier and partner data are the main
sources of Big Data, for example, dating to the year 2011, there is an estimated 150 exabytes of data
in the healthcare system worldwide. In the recent two years, social media had been growing rapidly,
and has been a big part of the growth of Big Data.
One of the most defining characteristic of Big Data is its scale of data. It is estimated that 2
quintillion bytes of data is created each day, and by the time of 2020, 40 zettabytes of data will be
created. Big Data is growing on an exponential rate, and the scale is quite unimaginable. The volume
of Big Data is already a mammoth size and is expected to grow in the coming years.
Another essential component of the Big Data is its velocity, the analysis of streaming data.
One terabyte of trade information is captured during each trading session in New York Stock
Exchange. The modern cars we are driving has over 100 sensors that monitor items we are driving.
The high Data generation velocity increases the opportunity to acquire insights on specific products
and facilitate decision making and increases challenges in data acquisition, processing and analytics.
Big Data is widely used and accepted society. Organisations and firms that implements big
data benefits from it in so many ways. The widespread use of cell phones has been a major
successor of the Big Data. Right now, Big Data has become increasingly important for the private and
public sector, and has given a competitive advantage to business of all sizes. Big Data helps a
business to individualize customers' online experience and hence retain the customer. Through using
different analytical tool such as business intelligent, business can extract useful data and information
from the tremendous amount of data to facilitate their decision making and develop marketing
strategies. Big data and its anaylytical tool is also used by banks to support macro-econmomic
stability. We would discuss how Big Data has affected the global production and consumption pattern
below. And why do we believe that this technology is the future.

The Application of Big Data

As we all know there are numerous applications of big data. The following is some of the most crucial
ones among all that have made vital changes or even led to the success of well-known brands like
the above ones in the picture.
1. Recommendation system (Alibaba, Netflix, Youtube)
A recommendation system is a information filtering system that seeks to predict the "rating" or
"preference" a user would give to an item. Recommender systems typically generate lists of
recommendations in one of two ways, content-based filtering and collaborative filtering.
Examples of companies making use of the recommendation system are Alibaba and Netflix.
As one of the biggest online shopping platform in the word, Alibaba has nearly 500 million active
users across its website and apps. Therefore, it has a huge set of data that can be processed and
analyzed. With that, Alibaba developed a software called the ‘E-commerce Brain’ which allowed
real-time online data to build models for predicting what consumers want by linking up user’s content
consumption and purchasing behaviour to ensure the recommendations are more relevant and
holistic, and with the great use of data, Alibaba successfully built one of the world’s largest
e-commerce empire.

As the king of stream, Netflix has over 100 million subscribers and tons of data to analyse.
They use a recommendation system called the SVD which collects data such as ratings of the
programme or the model and brand of the device used to watch the show to decide who to
recommend the show to. This recommendation system influences about 80% of the content streamed
on Netflix, so it’s not hard to tell a big part of Netflix’s success origins from the use of recommendation
system.

2. Location tracking  (Walmart, SkySat)
Location tracking can be done with the
help of technology like radio-frequency
identification devices or imaging satellites.
Walmart had initiated its plan to employ
RFID technology in its supply chain to track
status and movement of its stock and
products along the supply chain and
production line. For example, when a kind
of products run low at the distribution
centers, the system sends an automatic
alert to the retailer to ship more products.
With this kind of minute-to-minute
information,processing costs and time can
be saved. RFID chips are also installed in the supermarket carts so Walmart can analyse time that
every customer spend in various areas. If they spend a lot of time in area selling fruit juice but the
sales volume of fruit juice is small, this maybe reflecting that the products are appealing but the
consumers have concerns discouraging them to make a purchase. Walmart can then make
adjustments on details such as selling price in order to boost the sales volume. Big data definitely will
play an important role in a firm for understanding consumers’ habits ,boosting sales volume and
nevertheless, efficiency.
Google Skysat, or Terra Bella, is a series of seven high-res SkySat satellites that highly
complementary to its existing fleet of medium res satellites, as stated by Planet Labs’ Will Marshall.
Google’s satellites can manage “sub-meter,” which is why images on Google Earth and Google Maps
tend to be so crisp and crystal clear. Planet plans to use Terra Bella capabilities to help grow its
potential customer base: The company has a brisk commercial business, it says, through its existing
medium resolution capabilities, but the higher-res imaging it’ll get now will allow it to appeal to more
consumer endpoints and broach new markets, including for clients like Google itself. The technology
can also be used to monitor flow of customers in a particular business area, which enables flexible
and quick business functions according to change of man-flow.

Big data’s effect on production pattern and customer’s decision making
Production pattern:
1.Optimizing Pricing
Different from the usual way of pricing which is to consider the cost of production and price of
similar products, the use of Big Data allows producers to set a price based on the customer’s
willingness to pay by evaluating their purchasing behaviour and user’s interest as well as their
demand for the good or service.Take Uber as an example, Uber takes in data of which district at what

time has the most demand for Ubers, it will automatically call in more Uber drivers to that district.
However, since this affects the supply of uber, how is the pricing affected? Uber solved the problem
using surge pricing. It is a pricing strategy which sets flexible prices for services Uber provides based
on real-time market demands. Which it can only be evaluated with Big Data technology, so that the
best price, for both Uber and its users, can be set.
2.Support innovation
With more, comprehensive and precise information on the market, producers or entrepreneurs
are able to get a better sense of where the market trend is heading and what customers really desire.
Based on these datas, producers are able to create products that are innovative and needed in the
market. With the help of Big Data technology, it aids in satisfying the demand for innovative items of
consumers.

Consumption pattern:
1.Shopping online
Results from researches have shown, 46% of the consumers think that the main reason why
they shop online is because it offers a large variety of goods. A simple click on the mouse shows
thousands of results for the product you want to acquire. This is the power of Big Data, making
shopping much more convenient and efficient, naturally, people are willing to spend more.
2. Accurate decision
In this era of information, sellers need to provide information on the good in order to increase
its value as well as competitiveness. We customers can also get access to other users’ comments
and ratings towards such goods, Therefore reflecting the real situation of the product you want to
purchase. With the help of Big Data, consumers can find items they truly desire.

Conclusion
To summarise, big data not only enhances the
effectiveness and efficiency of a business, but
also increases the volume of sale.
First of all, big data enhances the effectiveness
of advertisements to both consumers and
producers. For example, Youtube’s pre-roll
video
campaign
targets audiences by
geolocation, demographics, online behavior,
user interests, topics and keywords. From the
firm’s perspective, they can show the right
advertisement to the right people. All videos and photos are assessed for their effectiveness to
maximise results. Advertising is costly, and so, it's essential to know the right way of getting the
maximised amount of return on investment. This can give a lower advertising cost with higher return.
From the perspective of consumers, since advertising videos and photos are shown according to their

interests, they are able to keep up to date with their preferred brands’ latest products. By this mean,
they will be attracted by the advertised product and will have higher incentives to consume the goods.
In addition, big data lowers firms’ cost. Since big data keep tracks on people’s interest in
different regions, firms are more likely to make correct decisions on whether to put more focus and
investments in that region or not. For example, with the data collected from their ticketing system,
they will be able to figure out whether people of a certain country are willing to spend on travelling,
and make decisions on like how many flights to operate, how many staff to be employed and what
kind of promotion is to be deployed. Turning the analytical focus inward has and helped to
significantly forecast the amount of resources to be deployed which helped to manage operational
costs and avoid wastage. Since resources are being used efficiently and the right amount of
resources is being used on the right group of people, it’s more likely that consumers get what they
want before they ask for it. Using the airline example above, the data collected from the ticketing
system or loyalty programmes membership systems allow the airline company to have a better
overview on consumers’ spending behaviour and the most loved destinations of customers in a
certain region. Companies can therefore promote in the right way. For example, Cathay Pacific
Airways provides Fanfares exclusive for Hong Kong citizens. Fares for certain favourite destinations
of Hong Kong citizens, like Japan and Taiwan, are priced discounts weekly. Moreover, since Cathay
knows that some Hong Kong citizens are willing to pay more for extra comfort, Fanfares fo Business
Class and Premium Economy Class tickets were introduced last year. By allowing firms to offer
personal touch than ever before, consumers will be more likely to consume more.
Moving on, big data enhances product management. Technologies like the recommendation
system collects information of consumers’ buying and spending habits. Each firm provides thousands
of different products and services. Understanding what is popular may depends on region, or even
seasonally. Firms can take advantage of the available data, and target the right good or service at the
right time, in the right area, to the right person. From consumers’ perspective, they are better matched
with products. Instead of thinking and guessing what customers want, firms can instead utilise the
information obtained from their consumers. By this, products are produced according to the real
consumer information, and as a result consumers can get what they want. This can not only boost the
sales of the firm and increase revenues but also allow consumers to spend more as the goods in the
market fits them perfectly.
In short, the advantages and benefits brought by big data are not limited only to producers or
entrepreneurs, but also to us consumers. Firms can produce according to consumers’ habits and
preference, and consumers are more likely to be able to consume what they want.
However, a rose has its thorns. For every plus of big data, there is a minus. Despite the use of
big data brings along advantages, there is a concern of data leakage. Just last year in late-july,

Equifax, one of the largest credit bureaus in the U.S exposed personal information and credit
card information of about 147.9 million consumers by accident. Similar incidents happened in
2014 with a larger scale, personal information of 3 billion Yahoo users was leaked under
hacker attack. As we can see, privacy problem is the major concern of big data usage.
Despite that, we still think t’s benefits outweigh the potential downside it may bring, as online
security is maturing each day and it can better safeguard our privacy. To conclude, Big Data affecct
each and everyone of us and shall be the key to unlocking unlimited possibilities for the future.

